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Ambiguity 

Abstract 

This study investigated interrelationships among different indices of 

item ambiguity and subtlety. Data from six groups of subjects (total 

N=499), including archival data from subjects studied by lewis 

Goldberg, yielded 10 indices of item ambiguity and 3 indices of item 

subtlety for 24 items representing the range of content from the 

California Psychological Invento:ry. Reliability coefficients, 

descriptive statistics, and intercorrelations were computed for the 

indices. Based upon these analyses, tentative conclusions were drawn 

about the validity and usefulness of the different indices. 
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Measuring I tern Ambiguity and Subtlety 

in the California Psychological Inventory 

Past research has shown that the validity of personality scales 

is adversely affected when scale items are ambiguous (Eisenberg, 

1941) or subtle (Duff, 1965). Recent work by Goldberg (1963; 1968) 

has reaffinned the importance of studying item ambiguity, and recent 

work by Gynther and his associates (Burkhart, Christian, & Gynther, 

1978; Burkhart, Gynther, & Christian, 1978; Christian, Burkhart, & 

Gynther, 1978; Gynther, Burkhart, & Hovanitz, 1979) has done the SaIre 

for the topic of item subtlety. The present study extends the 

research of Goldberg and Gynther. 

The present study overcomes three limitations of past research. 

Past research is first of all limited by the domain of personality 

studied and by the type of items used. Most studies have employed 

measures of psychopathology, particularly the MMPI. Goldberg's 

(1968) data are derived from an adjective check list of normal 

personality traits, yet his results may not apply to standard 

personality items. The present research overcomes these limitations 

by sampling items systematically from the California Psychological 

Inventory (CPI; Gough, 1975), which has been described as the best 

available inventory for measuring normal differences in personality 

(Kleinmuntz, 1967). 

A second limitation of past research is that ambiguity and 

subtlety are rarely operationalized in JOOre than one way; at JOOst, 

three or four operational definitions are used. The present study 
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uses 10 definitions of item ambiguity and 3 definitions of item 

subtlety. 

Finally, to date no one has studied the relationship between 

item ambiguity and item subtlety, though these characteristics may be 

relata:I. Item ambiguity refers to uncertainty about the meaning of 

an item, usually because the item has more than one possible 

interpretation. Item subtlety, on the other hand, refers to 

uncertainty about the psychological irrplications of a response to an 

item (Le., how the scorer interprets the response). Ambiguous items 

(Le., items with more than one meaning) are necessarily subtle when 

the respondent doesn't know whether his or her interpretation will 

match that of the person who reads the response. Subtle items nea:I 

not be ambiguous, however; a respondent can be perfectly clear on the 

meaning of an item yet uncertain about the psychological significance 

of response options. Determining the actual relationship between 

item ambiguity and item subtlety is an empirical problem the present 

research addresses. 

In summary, the present research seeks: (a) to identify 

available methods of measuring item ambiguity and subtlety; (b) to 

determine the psychometric properties of these measures using items 

from the CPI; (c) to assess the empirical relationships among the 

measures; and (d) to draw tentative conclusions about the "best" 

technique for assessing item ambiguity and subtlety. 
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Method 

Measuring Ambiguity and Subtlety 

A review of the literature yielded ten different ways of 

measuring ambiguity and three ways of measuring subtlety. Acronyms, 

brief descriptions, and references for the 13 measures are presented 

below. The space limitations of this APA paper preclude a full 

description of the techniques. For a complete description of each 

method for computing ambiguity and subtlety, the reader is invited to 

re:quest a longer paper from the author (Johnson, 1983). 

Measures of Ambiguity 

AMBRAT average ambiguity rating on a 1 to 5 scale 

(Goldberg, 1963) 

NOOIDD percentage of group choosing norurodal interpretation 

over a fixed number of choices (J3enton' s, 1935, "scatter 

of interpretation") 

RATVAR rating variance in choices of meanings from 

a fixed number of interpretations (Goldberg's, 1963, 

"equivocality" ) 

SEMINS semantic instability, the percentage of group 

changing their interpretation over time (Goldberg's, 

1963, "interpretive instability") 

VARAMR variance in ambiguity Eatings (cf. Goldberg's, 

1968, variance in social desirability ratings) 

VARSUB variance in subtlety ratings (cf. Goldberg, 1968) 

RESIN:::: response inconsistency, the percentage of group 
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changing their response over time (Goldberg's, 1963, 

"index of instability") 

BALEF 	 balanced endorserrent .frequency, tendency tOW'ard a 

50-50 split (Fricke's, 1957, "controversiality" and 

Goldberg's, 1963, "ordinate of normal curve at average 

endorserrent frequency") 

AMBDEX ambiguity index, estimated by 

dividing RESINC by BALEF (Goldberg, 1963) 

BI.J\NK percentage of group leaving response blank (Goldberg, 

1963) 

Measures of Subtlety 

SUBRAT average subtlety rating on a 1 to 5 scale (Christian, 

'. '~I ' Burkhart, & Gynther, 1978; Weiner, 1948) 

INCRAT incorrect ratings, percentage failing to identify 

correct psychological meaning for item (Duff, 1965) 

r-I)DINC whether the Jrodal interpretation is incorrect or 

correct (l=correct, 2=incorrect; Johnson, 1983) 

Sampling CPI Items 

The california Psychological Inventory (CPI; Gough, 1975) 

contains 480 items. Because the purpose of the study was to compare 

different measures of item ambiguity and subtlety rather than to 

describe the ambiguity and subtlety of all 480 items, a subset of 24 

items was chosen for study. Six items Vlere selected to represent 

each of the four factors that have recurred in over a dozen factor 

analyses--Psychological Adjustment, Social Ascendancy, Capacity for 
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Independent Thinking, and Conventionality (Megargee, 1972). This 

item selection procedure was designed to obtain the full range of 

psychological content in the CPl. As the items were being chosen, 

Goldberg and Rorer's (1964) ronograph was consulted to insure that a 

full range of ambiguity would be represented. Table 1 contains a 

list of all the items with their scale assignments, factor 

assignments, and Arnbdex values. 

Insert Table 1 about here 

Subjects 

Six groups of subjects were used (total N=499). The first three 

groups (108 ferna.le, 95 male, and 179 ferna.le undergraduate students) 

were administered the CPI twice by Goldberg and Rorer (1964). This 

double administration allowed Goldberg and Rorer to determine the 

freq:uency of inconsistent responses to each item (RESI~). Goldberg 

and Rorer report these data along with other item statistics in their 

ronograph. Values for RESI~, AMBDEX, and BI..A.NK for the 24 CPI items 

were used for the present study. BALEF was determined by multiplying 

RESI~ by AMBDEX. All values in the present study derived from 

Goldberg and Rorer's ronograph represent averages across their three 

groups of subjects. 

The fourth group of subjects were 42 undergraduate students 

(roughly half male and half ferna.le). They were administered Fonn A 

of the item ambiguity measure described by Johnson (1983). This 
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ambiguity measure yielded NONM)D and RA'lVAR scores. SUbjects were 

readministered the rreasure two weeks later to yield SHUNS scores. 

The fifth group were 65 undergraduate students (roughly half male and 

half female) who were administered Form B of Johnson's (1983) item 

ambiguity measure. Form B yielded NQNlvK)[), RA'IVAR, AMBRAT, and VARAMR 

scores. The sixth group consisted of ten (eight female, two male) 

members of the administrative staff of the Pennsylvania State 

University, DuBois Campus. This group completed Johnson's (1983) 

item subtlety measure. This rreasure yields SUBRAT, VARSUB, IN::RAT, 

and MODIN:: scores. 

Procedure 

Descriptive statistics were computed for subjects' res};Onses to 

the ambiguity and subtlety measures; this yielded the AMBRAT, NONM)D, 

RATVAR, VARAMR, SUBVAR, SUBRAT, IN::RAT, and MODIN:: scores. SEMINS, 

RESIN::, BALEF, AMBDEX, and BLANK scores were corrputed by averaging 

the values found by Goldberg and Rorer (1964) for their three groups 

of subjects. A Pearson correlation coefficient matrix for all 

variables was then created and subjected to a principle component 

analysis. 

Results and Discussion 

Descriptive statistics for the ambiguity and subtlety rreasures 

are presented in Table 2. These statistics include rreans, standard 

deviations, ranges of res};Onses, per cents of the };Ossilile ranges 

covered by the actual ranges, and reliability coefficients. 
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Insert Table 2 about here 

Table 2 shows that the IJK)st reliable ambiguity measures are 

direct Likert scale ratings of ambiguity (AMBRAT: .88 Cronbach 

alpha), rating variance from a fixed number of interpretations 

(RATVARi .99 test-retest and .69 cross-sample correlations), and 

response inconsistency (RESINC: .80 cross-sample correlation). Of 

these three measures, RATVAR scores spanned the greatest range (85% 

of the possible range of scores), while AMBRAT and RESINC scores were 

somewhat more restricted (43% and 39%, respectively). 

Of the subtlety measures, INCRAT (percentage of subjects failing 

to identify the correct psychological meaning for the item) scores 

proved IJK)st reliable (.82 test-retest and .73 cross-sample 

correlation). INCRAT scores did not use the entire possible range, 

however (58% and 49% in two samples). 

A complete Pearson correlation matrix of ambiguity and subtlety 

scores is presented in Table 3. The factor analysis did not clarify 

the interrelationships of scores, so discussion will be based on the 

original correlation matrix. 

Insert Table 3 about here 

Discussion of the correlations in Table 3 will focus on the 

measures with the highest reliabilities: AMBRAT, RATVAR, RESINC, and 
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IN:RAT. AMBRAT (Likert-scale ratings of ambiguity) correlated rrost 

highly with variance in ambiguity ratings (VARAMR; E. = .59, E. < .01), 

res{X>nse inconsistency (RE:8IN:i r = .42, E. < .05) and the tendency 

to"Nard a balanced endorserrent frequency (BAIEF; E. = .42, E. < .05). 

The correlation between AMBRAT and RESIN: may be :particularly 

im{X>rtant, given that these are two of the rrost reliable indices of 

item ambiguity. The correlation between AMBRAT and BAIEF may be 

spurious, for RESIN: and BAIEF correlate .86. (Many researchers have 

found a high correlation between RESIN: and BAIEF--cf. Goldberg, 

1963). Somewhat surprisingly, AMBRAT did not correlate (r = .11) 

with Goldberg's AMBDEX (RESIN:/BAIEF). In fact, AMBDEX did not 

correlate with any measure except RESIN:. Perhaps this indicates 

that RESIN: should not be corrected for BAIEF to create AMBDEXi 

rather, RESIN: could stand alone as an index of ambiguity. 

RA'IVAR, the remaining reliable ambiguity index, shO"Ned no 

significant correlations with any ambiguity measure. It did 

correlate with two of the subtlety measures, IOCRAT (E.s = .35 and 

.52, E.s < .05 and .01 in two samples) and MODIN: (rs = .41 and .57, 

ps < .05 and .01 in two samples). (It should be noted that IN:RAT 

and MODIOC are confounded and correlate .84 and .73 in two samples.) 

It appears that RA'IVAR, though highly reliable, may not be the best 

measure of item ambiguity. 

It is not clear from Table 3 what the best measure of item 

subtlety is. IN:RAT shO"NS rroderate correlations with MODIN:, but, 

due to the scoring of these indices, they are intrinsically 
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confounded. Neither measure correlates highly with Likert ratings of 

subtlety (SUBRAT). The limited data here suggest that INCRAT may be 

the best measure, because its scoring is continuous rather than 

dichotoIIDus like r«)DI~, and it is the IIDst reliable of the three 

measures. 

Concerning the relationship between item ambiguity and item 

subtlety, Table 3 indicates a small positive relationship between the 

N'OOl-DD, RATVAR, SEMINS and VARSUB ambiguity indices and the subtlety 

indices, and a slight negative relationship between the AMBRAT, 

RESI~, BALEF, AMBDEX, and BLANK ambiguity indices and the subtlety 

indices. Given that the first set of ambiguity measures are IIDre 

"direct" measures (Le., they require less assurnptions--cf. Johnson, 

1983) we can conclude that a small, positive relationship exists 

between item ambiguity and item subtlety. 

Probably the IIDSt important unanswered question that future 

research should address is: Can the different measures of item 

ambiguity and subtlety correctly predict which items will constitute 

the IIDst valid personality scales? A final decision on the "best" 

indices of item ambiguity and subtlety should probably be postponed 

until this question is answered. 
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Table 3 

Intercorrelations of Ambiguity and SUbtlety Measures 

Measurea ill ill ill ill ill ill Ql ill. (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 

(1) AMBRAT 14 07 13 12 11 59 05 42 42 11 15 05 -23 -16 -25 -15 

(2) NOl-M)D 14 50 00 20 45 -01 -11 17 08 14 -09 -03 42 42 14 16 

(3) Nc:r:M)D 07 50 13 53 03 -01 -09 11 06 13 -17 06 40 37 26 28 

(4) RA'lVAR 13 00 13 69 -01 18 02 -10 04 -29 -04 08 27 35 11 41 

(5) RA'lVAR 12 20 53 69 01 16 -04 -04 -01 -08 -11 11 37 52 30 57 

(6) SEMINS 11 45 03 -01 01 23 24 -32 -40 -12 07 -01 16 27 -03 24 

(7) VARAMR 59 -01 -01 18 16 23 27 00 13 -32 -05 30 08 01 -10 -05 

(8) VARSUB 05 -11 -09 02 -04 24 27 -- -23 -20 -10 27 68 28 32 22 45 

(9) RESINC 42 17 11 -10 -04 -32 00 -23 86 55 15 04 -32 -30 -41 -28 

(10) BALEF 42 08 06 04 -01 -40 13 -20 86 10 20 10 -33 -41 -30 -37 

(11) AMBDEX 11 14 13 -29 -08 -12 -32 -10 55 10 11 -06 -14 -05 -22 -04 

(12) BLANK 15 -09 -17 -04 -11 07 -05 27 15 20 11 - -04 -19 -29 04 -08 

(13) SUBRAT 05 -03 06 08 11 -01 30 68 04 10 -06 -04 18 19 07 23 

(14) INCRAT -23 42 40 27 37 16 08 28 -32 -33 -14 -19 18 73 73 50 

(15) INCRAT -16 42 37 35 52 27 01 32 -30 -41 -05 -29 19 73 38 84 

27(16) MDINC -25 14 26 11 30 -03 -10 22 -41 -30 -22 04 07 73 38 

(17) MDINC -15 16 28 41 57 24 -05 45 -28 -37 -04 -08 23 50 84 27 

Note. Decimal :points omitted from all correlation coefficients. Correlations 
greater than 34 are significant at the .05 level; those greater than 44, at the .01 
level (both one-tailed). Correlations are based on an N of 24 items in all cases. 
~asures are based on the following nunber of subjects: (1), (3), (5), (7), 
(15), (17), N=65; (2), (4), (6), (14), (16), N=42i (8), (13), N=10i (9), (10), (11), 
(12), N=382.- -
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Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics for Ambiguity and Subtlety Measures 

Possible Actual Percent of 
Measure !:! Reliability Mean SD Range Ranse Ranse Used 

AMBRAT 65 .88a 1.06 .31 1-5 1.14-2.86 43 % 

NC>NK>D 42 .50b .23 .06 o-~,<; .07- .30 ~ 

~ 
~..NC1:'M)D 65 .50b .33 .07 O-:v .14- .46 

RATVAR 42 .99c 1.23 .36 0-2.25 .05-1.97 85 

RATVAR 65 .69b 1.06 .20 0-2.25 .07-1.40 59 

dSHvlINS 42 .46 .03 0-1 .33- .64 31 

dVARAMR 65 1.03 .10 0-4 .82-1.27 11 

dVARSUB 10 1.28 .33 0-4 .48-1.84 34 

RESIN:: 382 .80b .16 .10 0-1 .02- .41 39 

b
BALEF 382 .39 .29 .13 0-1 .03- .62 59 

AMBDEX 382 .48b .54 .18 0-le .23- .82 59 

BlANK 382 .00b .006 .004 0-1 0.0 - .01 1 

SUBRAT 10 .48a 2.25 .56 1-5 1. 3 -3.5 55 

IOCRAT 42 .82c .71 .15 0-1 .38- .96 58 

INCRAT 65 .73b .78 .13 0-1 .49- .98 49 

MaDINC 42 .27b 1.46 .51 1-2 1.0 -2.0 100 

MaDINC 65 .27b 1.58 .50 1-2 1.0 -2.0 100 

~rOnbaCh's alpha. bcross-sample correlation. Ctest-retest. 
unavailable. eThe true theoretical limit of AMBDEX, like the normal 

curve, is infinite; however, as with the normal curve, 99 percent of the values 
are less than three standard deviations above the mean. For AMBDEX, fOC)st values 
are less than 1. 

http:1.14-2.86
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Table 1 

california Psychological Inventory: Item Sample 

Factor 1: Psychological Adjustment 

Item CPI 
No. Seale Item Ambdex 

36 Ac,Re,So When I was going to school I played. 

hooky quite often. (F) .333 

120 Se,Gi I do not always tell the truth. (F) .393 

9 Ac I usually go to the movies more 

than once a week. (F) .580 

279 Ac I often get disgusted. with myself. (F) .660 

243 Se,Ac I am often bothered. by useless thoughts 

which keep running through my mind. (F) .670 

203 Gi When things go wrong I sorretirres blame the 

other fellow. (F) .797 

Factor 2: Social Ascendancy 

Item CPI 
No. Seale Item Ambdex 

72 Cs I used. to keep a diary. (T) .233 

79 Cs I am afraid of deep water. (F) .293 

137 Cs,Sp I wish I were not bothered. by thoughts 

about sex. (F) .443 

98 Sp People today have forgotten how to feel 

properly asharred of themselves. (F) .557 
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314 Do I must admit I try to see what others think 

before I take a stand. (F) .677 

107 Sy I can be friendly with people who do things 

which I consider to be wrong. (T) .720 

Factor 3: capacity for Independent Thinking 

Item CPI 
No. Scale Item Ambdex 

122 To,Ai,Ie I like poetry. .300 

340 Fx OUr thinking would be a lot better off if we 

would just forget about words like "probably," 

"approximately," and "perhaps." (F) .447 

130 Ai 	 Sometimes without any reason or even when things 

are going wrong I feel excitedly happy, 

"on top of the world." (F) .537 

169 Ai,Ie 	 Teachers often expect too much work from 

their students. (F) .660 

382 Ie Success is a matter of willpower. (F) .704 

392 Ie I daydream very little. (F) .717 

Factor 4: Conventionality 

Item CPI 
No. Scale Item Ambdex 

323 So I have never done any heavy drinking. (T) .333 

373 So My table manners are not quite as good at home 

as when I am out in company. (T) 	 .337 
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144 So,Fe I am somewhat afraid of the dark. (T) .433 

342 On Some people exaggerate their troubles in order 

to get sympathy. (T) .690 

348 On I usually try to do what is expected of me, and 

to avoid criticism. (T) .703 

338 So I never worry about my looks. (F) .823 

Note. CPI Scales: Do = Dominance: Cs = Capacity for Status; Sy = 

Sociability; Sp = Social Presence; Re = Responsiblity; So = Socialization: 

Sc = Self-Control: To = Tolerance; Gi = Good Impression: On = Communality; 

Ac = Achievement via Conformance; Ai = Achievement via Independence; Ie = 

Intellectual Efficiency; Fx = Flexibility; Fe = Femininity. 
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Measures of Ambiguity 

average aDlbiguity rating on a 1 to 5 scale 

(Goldberg, 1963) 

percentage of group choosirlg IlOlIIIldaI interpretation 

aver a fixed IlUIII3er of choices (Benton's, 1935, -scatter 

of interpretation-) 

ra~ ~iaD:e in choices of meanings frail 

a fixed. llUIItler of interpretations (Goldberg's, 1963, 

-equivocality- ) 

~tic instability, the percentage of group 

c:banqirlg their interpretation over tiJae (Goldberg's, 

1963, -interpretive instabili~) 

'y!!:iance in ad>iguity .!:atilqs (d. Goldberg's, 

1968, variance in social desirability ratings) 

'y!!:iance in subtlety ratings (cf. Goldberg, 1968) 

~~istency, the percentage of group 

changing their response over tiJae (Goldberg's, 1963, 

-index of instability-) 

balanced ,!ldorsement !requency, temency toward a 

50-50 split (Fricke's, 1957, -oontro¥ersiality- and 

Goldberg's, 1963, -ordinate of normal curve at average 

endorseaent frequency") 

~iguity index, estillated by 

dividing RESl1C by BALEF (Goldberg, 1963) 

percentage of group leaving response blank (Goldberg, 

19fj3) 
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Measures ~ SUbtlety 

SUBRAT average subtlety rating on a 1 to 5 scale (Christian, 

Burkhart, , Gynther, 1978, Weiner, 1948, 

IR:'RAT incorrect. ra~, percentage failing to identify 

correct psychological meaning for itEB (Duff, 1965) 

ID>IM: whether the KXia.l intexpretation is incorrect or 

correct (l-carrect, 2-incorrect, Johnson, 1983) 
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